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Abstract
Supervised learning requires the specification of
a loss function to minimise. While the theory of
admissible losses from both a computational and
statistical perspective is well-developed, these offer a panoply of different choices. In practice,
this choice is typically made in an ad hoc manner.
In hopes of making this procedure more principled, the problem of learning the loss function
for a downstream task (e.g., classification) has
garnered recent interest. However, works in this
area have been generally empirical in nature.
In this paper, we revisit the SLI SOTRON algorithm of Kakade et al. (2011) through a novel
lens, derive a generalisation based on Bregman
divergences, and show how it provides a principled procedure for learning the loss. In detail, we
cast SLI SOTRON as learning a loss from a family of composite square losses. By interpreting
this through the lens of proper losses, we derive a
generalisation of SLI SOTRON based on Bregman
divergences. The resulting B REGMAN T RON algorithm jointly learns the loss along with the classifier. It comes equipped with a simple guarantee
of convergence for the loss it learns, and its set of
possible outputs comes with a guarantee of agnostic approximability of Bayes rule. Experiments
indicate that the B REGMAN T RON outperforms
the SLI SOTRON, and that the loss it learns can be
minimized by other algorithms for different tasks,
thereby opening the interesting problem of loss
transfer between domains.

1. Introduction
Computationally efficient supervised learning essentially
started with the PAC framework of Valiant (1984), in which
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the goal was to learn in polynomial time a function being
able to predict a label (or class, among two possible) for
i.i.d. inputs. The initial loss, whose minimization enforces
the accurate prediction of labels, was the binary zero-one
loss which returns 1 iff a mistake is made.
The zero-one loss was later progressively replaced in learning algorithms for tractability reasons, including its nondifferentiability and the structural complexity of its minimization (Kearns & Vazirani, 1994; Auer et al., 1995).
From the late nineties, a zoo of losses started to be used
for tractable machine learning (ML), the most popular ones
built from the square loss and the logistic loss. Recently,
there has been a significant push to widen even more the
choice of loss; to pick a few, see Grabocka et al. (2019);
Kakade et al. (2011); Liu et al. (2019); Mei & Moura (2018);
Nock & Nielsen (2008; 2009); Reid & Williamson (2010);
Siahkamari et al. (2019); Streeter (2019); Sypherd et al.
(2019).
With a few exceptions, seldom do such works ground reasons for change of the loss outside of tractability at large, be
it algorithmic or statistical – with for example the introduction of classification calibration, which studies conditions
on losses complying with the accurate prediction of labels
(Bartlett et al., 2006). It turns out that statistics and Bayes decision theory give a precise reason, one which has long been
the object of philosophical and formal debates (de Finetti,
1949). It starts from a simple principle:
Bayes rule is optimal for the loss at hand,
a property known as properness (Savage, 1971). Then
comes a less known subtlety: a proper loss as commonly
used for real-valued prediction, such as the square and logistic loss, involves an implicit canonical link (Reid &
Williamson, 2010) function that maps class probabilities
(such as the output of Bayes rule) to real values. This is
exemplified by the sigmoid (inverse) link in deep learning.
Supervised learning in a Bayesian framework can thus be
more broadly addressed by learning a classifier and a link
for the domain at hand, which implies learning a proper
canonical loss with the classifier. This loss, if suitably
expressed, can be used for training. This kills two birds in
one shot: we get access not just to real valued predictions,
but also a way to embed them into class probability estimates
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via the inverse link: we directly learn to estimate Bayes rule.
A large number of papers, especially recently, have tried to
push forward the problem of learning the loss, including
e.g. (Grabocka et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Mei & Moura,
2018; Siahkamari et al., 2019; Streeter, 2019; Sypherd et al.,
2019), but none of those alludes to properness to ground
the choice of the loss, therefore taking the risk of fitting a
loss whose (unknown) optima may fail to contain Bayes
rule. To the best of our knowledge, Nock & Nielsen (2008)
is the first paper grounding the search of the loss within
properness and Kakade et al. (2011) brings the first algorithm (S L I SOTRON) and associated theoretical results for
fitting the link — though subject to restrictive assumptions
on Bayes rule and on the target distribution, the risk to
fit probabilities outside [0, 1], and finally falling short of
showing convergence that would comply with the classical
picture of ML, either for training or generalization.
Our major contribution is a new algorithm, the
B REGMANTRON (Algorithm 2), a generalisation of the
S L I SOTRON (Kakade et al., 2011) to learn proper canonical
losses. B REGMANTRON exploits two dual views of proper
losses, guarantees class probability estimates in [0, 1], and
uses Lipschitz constraints that can be tuned at runtime.
Our formal contribution includes a simple convergence
guarantee for this algorithm which alleviates all assumptions on the domain and Bayes rule in (Kakade et al., 2011).
Our result shows that convergence happens as a function
of the discrepancy between our estimate and the true value
of of the mean operator – a sufficient statistic for the class
(Patrini et al., 2014). As the discrepancy converges to zero,
the estimated (link, classifier) by the B REGMANTRON converges to a stable output. To come to this result, we pass
through an intermediate step in which we show a particular explicit form for any differentiable proper composite
loss, of a Bregman divergence (Bregman, 1967), which are
canonical distortion measures. To save space, all proofs are
given in a supplementary material, denoted SI.

2. Definitions and notations
.

The following shorthands are used: [n] = {1, 2, ..., n} for
.
n ∈ N∗ , for z ≥ 0, a ≤ b ∈ R, denote z · [a, b] = [za, zb]
.
.
and z + [a, b] = [z + a, z + b]. We also let R = [−∞, ∞].
In (batch) supervised learning, one is given a training set of
.
m examples S = {(xi , yi∗ ), i ∈ [m]}, where xi ∈ X is an
observation (X is called the domain: often, X ⊆ Rd ) and
.
yi∗ ∈ Y = {−1, 1} is a label, or class. The objective is to
learn a classifier h : X → R which belongs to a given set H.
The goodness of fit of some h on S is evaluated by a loss.
. Losses: A loss for binary class probability estimation (Buja et al., 2005) is some ` : Y × [0, 1] → R whose

expression can be split according to partial losses `1 , `−1 ,
.

`(y ∗ , u) = Jy ∗ = 1K · `1 (u) + Jy ∗ = −1K · `−1 (u),

(1)

Its conditional Bayes risk function is the best achievable loss
when labels are drawn with a particular positive base-rate,
.

L(π) =

inf EY∼π `(Y, u),
u

(2)

where Pr[Y = 1] = π. A loss for class probability estimation ` is proper iff Bayes prediction locally achieves the
minimum everywhere: L(π) = EY `(Y, π), ∀π ∈ [0, 1], and
strictly proper if Bayes is the unique minimum. Fitting a
prediction h(x) ∈ R into some u ∈ [0, 1] as required in (1)
is done via a link function.
. Links, composite and canonical proper losses. A link
ψ : [0, 1] → R allows to connect real valued prediction and class probability estimation. A loss can be augmented with a link to account for real valued prediction,
.
`ψ (y ∗ , z) = `(y ∗ , ψ −1 (z)) with z ∈ R (Reid & Williamson,
2010). There exists a particular link uniquely defined1
for any proper differentiable loss, the canonical link, as:
.
ψ = −L0 (Reid & Williamson, 2010, Section 6.1). We note
that the differentiability condition can be removed (Reid
& Williamson, 2010, Footnote 6). As an example, for logu
loss we find the link ψ(u) = log 1−u
, with inverse the
−1
−z −1
well-known sigmoid ψ (z) = (1 + e ) . A canonical
proper loss is a proper loss using the canonical link.
. Convex surrogates. When the loss is proper canonical
and symmetric (`1 (u) = `−1 (1 − u), ∀u ∈ (0, 1)), it was
shown in Nock & Nielsen (2008; 2009) that there exists a
convenient dual formulation amenable to direct minimization with real valued classifiers: a convex surrogate loss
.

F` (z) =

(−L)? (−z),

(3)
.

where ? denotes the Legendre conjugate of F , F ? (z) =
supz0 ∈dom(F ) {zz 0 − F (z 0 )} (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004).
For simplicity, we just call F` the convex surrogate of `.
The logistic, square and Matsushita losses are all surrogates
of proper canonical and symmetric losses. Such functions
are called surrogates since they all define convenient upperbounds of the 0/1 loss. Any proper canonical and symmetric
loss has `(y ∗ , z) ∝ F` (y ∗ z) so both dual forms are equivalent in terms of minimization (Nock & Nielsen, 2008; 2009).
. Learning. Given a sample S, we learn h by the empirical minimization of a proper loss on S that we denote
.
`ψ (S, h) = Ei [`(yi∗ , ψ −1 (h(xi )))]. We insist on the fact
that minimizing any such loss does not just give access to
a real valued predictor h: it also gives access to a class
probability estimator given the loss (Nock & Nielsen, 2008,
Section 5), (Nock & Williamson, 2019),
.

Pr[Y = 1|x; h, ψ] =
1

ψ −1 (h(x)),

(4)

Up to multiplication or addition by a scalar (Buja et al., 2005).
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so in the Bayesian framework, supervised learning can also
encompass learning the link ψ of the loss as well. If the loss
is proper canonical, learning the link implies learning the
loss. As usual, we assume S sampled i.i.d. according to an
.
unknown but fixed D and let `. (D, h) = ES∼D [`. (S, h)].

3. Related work
Our problem of interest is learning not only a classifier, but
also a loss function itself. A minimal requirement for the
loss to be useful is that it is proper, i.e., it preserves the Bayes
classification rule. Constraining our loss to this set ensures
standard guarantees on the classification performance using
this loss, e.g., using surrogate regret bounds.
Evidently, when choosing amongst losses, we must have
a well-defined objective. We now reinterpret an algorithm
of Kakade et al. (2011) as providing such an objective.
. The S L I SOTRON algorithm. Kakade et al. (2011) considered the problem of learning a class-probability model
of the form Pr(Y = 1 | x) = u(w∗> x) where u(·) is a
1-Lipschitz, non-decreasing function, and w∗ ∈ Rd is a
fixed vector. They proposed S L I SOTRON, an iterative algorithm that alternates between gradient steps to estimate w∗ ,
and nonparametric isotonic regression steps to estimate u.
S L I SOTRON provably bounds the expected square loss, i.e.,


SQ
`ψ
(S, h) = Ex∼S Ey∗ ∼S [(y − ψ −1 (h(x)))2 |x] (,5)
.

where h(x) = w> x is a linear scorer and y = (y ∗ + 1)/2.
.
.
SQ
The square loss has 2 · `1SQ (u) = (1 − u)2 , 2 · `−1
(u) = u2 ,
.
and conditional Bayes risk 2 · LSQ (u) = u(1 − u).
Observe now that the S L I SOTRON algorithm can be interpreted as follows: we jointly learn a classifier h ∈ H and
composite link ψ for the square loss ` ∈ L, as
.

L = {(y, z) 7→ (y−ψ −1 (z))2 : ψ is 1-Lipschitz, invertible}.
That is, S L I SOTRON can be interpreted as finding a classifier
and a link via all compositions of the square loss with a 1Lipschitz, invertible function. Kakade et al. (2011) in fact
do not directly analyze (5) but a lowerbound that directly
follows from Jensen’s inequality:


SQ
`ψ
(S, h) = Ex∼S Ey∗ ∼S [(y − ψ −1 (h(x)))2 |x] ,


≥ Ex∼S (Ey∼S [y|x] − ψ −1 ◦ h(x))2 .(6)
This does not change the problem as the slack is the expected
(per observation) variance of labels in the sample, a constant
given S. We shall return to this point in the sequel.
Kakade et al. (2011) make an assumption about Bayes
−1
>
−1
rule, Ey∗ ∼D [y|x] = ψOPT
(wOPT
x) with ψOPT
Lipschitz
and kwOPT k ≤ R. Under such an assumption, it is
shown that there exists an iteration t = O((Rm/d)1/3 )

of the S L I SOTRON with max{`˜SQ ψ (S, h), `˜SQ ψ (D, h)} ≤
Õ((dR2 /m)1/3 ) with high probability (`˜SQ is the lowerbound of the loss in (6)). Nothing is guaranteed outside
this unknown "hitting" point, which we partially attribute
to the lack of convergence results on training. Another potential downside from the Bayesian standpoint is that the
estimates learned are not guaranteed to be in [0, 1] by the
isotonic regression as modeled.
. Learning the loss. Over the last decade, the problem of
learning the loss has seen a considerable push for a variety
of reasons: Sypherd et al. (2019) introduced a family of tunable classification calibrated losses, aimed at increasing robustness in classification. Mei & Moura (2018) formulated
the generalized linear model using Bregman divergences,
though no relationship with proper losses is made and the
loss function used integrates several regularizers breaking
properness; the formal results rely on several quite restrictive assumptions and the guarantees are loosened if the true
composite link comes from a loss that is not strongly convex
"enough". In Streeter (2019), the problem studied is in fact
learning the regularized part of the logistic loss, with no
approximation guarantee. In Grabocka et al. (2019), the
goal is to learn a loss defined by a neural network, without
reference to proper losses and no approximation guarantee.
Such a line of work also appears in a slightly different form
in Liu et al. (2019). In Siahkamari et al. (2019), the loss
considered is mainly used for metric learning, but integrates
Bregman divergences. No mention of properness is made.
Perhaps the most restrictive part of the approach is that it
fits piecewise linear divergences, which are therefore not
differentiable nor strictly convex.
Interestingly, none of these recent references alludes to
properness to constrain the choice of the loss. Only the
modelling of Mei & Moura (2018) can be related to properness via Theorem 1 proven below. The problem of learning
the loss was introduced as loss tuning in Nock & Nielsen
(2008) (see also Reid & Williamson (2010)). Though a general boosting result was shown for any tuned loss following
a particular construction on its Bayes risk, it was restricted
to losses defined from a convex combination of a basis set
and no insight on improved convergence rates was given.

4. Learning proper canonical losses
We now present B REGMANTRON, our algorithm to learn
proper canonical losses by learning a link function. We
proceed in two steps. We first show an explicit form to
proper differentiable composite losses and then provide our
approach, the B REGMANTRON.
. Every proper differentiable composite loss is Bregman
Let F : R → R be convex differentiable. The Bregman
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Algorithm 0 S L I SOTRON
Input: sample S = {(xi , yi ), i = 1, 2, ..., m}, iterations T ∈ N∗ .
For t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1
[Step 1] If t = 0 Then wt+1 = w1 = 0 Else fit wt+1 using
m

wt+1

1 X
= wt −
(ut (xi ) − yi ) · xi
m i=1

(7)

>
>
[Step 2] order indexes in S so that wt+1
xi+1 ≥ wt+1
xi , ∀i ∈ [m − 1];
.
>
[Step 3] let zt+1 = wt+1 xi+1
[Step 4] fit next (inverse) link

ut+1

← IsotonicReg(ẑt+1 , S);

//fitting of ut+1 given zt+1

(8)

Output: uT , wT .

Figure 1: The S L I SOTRON algorithm of Kakade et al. (2011).
divergence DF with generator F is:
.

DF (zkz 0 ) = F (z) − F (z 0 ) − (z − z 0 )F 0 (z 0 ). (12)
Bregman divergences satisfy a number of convenient properties, many of which are going to be used in our results. In
order not to laden the paper’s body, we have summarized in
SI (Section II) a factsheet of all the results we use.
Our first result gives a way to move between proper composite losses and Bregman divergences.
Theorem 1 Let ` : Y × [0, 1] → R be differentiable and
ψ : [0, 1] → R invertible. Then ` is a proper composite loss
with link ψ iff it is a Bregman divergence with:
`(y ∗ , h(x))

= D−L (ykψ −1 ◦ h(x)),

(13)

= D(−L)? (−L0 ◦ ψ −1 ◦ h(x)k−L0 (y)),
where L is the conditional Bayes risk defined in (2), and we
remind the correspondence y = (y ∗ + 1)/2.
Though similar forms of this Theorem have been proven in
the past in Cranko et al. (2019, Theorem 2), Nock & Nielsen
(2008, Lemma 3), Reid & Williamson (2010, Corollary 13),
Zhang (2004, Theorem 2.1), Savage (1971, Section 4), none
fit exactly to the setting of Theorem 1, which is therefore
of independent interest and proven in SI, Section III. We
now remark that the approach of Kakade et al. (2011) in (6)
in fact cannot be replicated for proper canonical losses in
general: because any Bregman divergence is convex in its
left parameter, we still have as in (6)
`ψ (S, h) ≥ Ex∼S [D−L (Ey∼S [y|x]kψ −1 ◦ h(x))],

but the slack in the generalized case can easily be found to
be the expected Bregman information of the class (Banerjee et al., 2004), Ex∼S [I−L (Y|x)], with I−L (Y|x) =
Ey∼S [−L(y)|x] + L(Ey∼S [y|x]), which therefore depends
on the loss at hand (which in our case is learned as well).
. Learning proper canonical losses We now focus on
learning class probabilities unrestricted to all losses having the expression in (13), but with the requirement that we
.
use the canonical link: ψ = −L0 , thereby imposing that we
learn the loss as well via its link. Being the central piece of
our algorithm, we formally define this function alongside
some key parameters that will be learned. Notably, we in
fact learn for algorithmic convenience the inverse canonical
link of a loss but in order not to laden the paper, we shall
also refer to this function as a link for short. Its domain or
image makes the distinction clear from context.
Definition 2 A link u is a strictly increasing function with
Imu = [0, 1], for which there exists −∞  zMIN , zMAX 
∞ and 0 < n ≤ N such that (i) u(zMIN ) = 0, u(zMAX ) = 1
and (ii) ∀z ≤ z 0 , n(z 0 − z) ≤ u(z 0 ) − u(z) ≤ N (z 0 − z).
Notice that relaxing zMIN , zMAX ∈ R (the closure of R) and
n, N ∈ R+ would allow to encompass all invertible links,
so definition 2 is not restrictive but rather focuses on simply
computable links. Given the canonical link u, we let
Z z
.
U (z) =
u(t)dt,
(14)
zMIN

from which we obtain the convex surrogate Fu (z) = U (−z)
and conditional Bayes risk Lu (v) = −U ? (v) for the proper
.
loss `uy∗ (c) = D−Lu (ykc), ∀y ∈ {0, 1}.
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Algorithm 1 B REGMANTRON
Input: sample S = {(xi , yi ), i = 1, 2, ..., m}, iterations T ∈ N∗ .
.
Initialize u0 (z) = 0 ∨ (1 ∧ (az + b));
For t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1
[Step 1] If t = 0 Then wt+1 = w1 = 0 Else fit wt+1 using a gradient step towards:
.

= arg min ES [DUt (w> xku−1
t (y))].

w∗

w

//proper canonical fitting of wt+1 given ŷt , ut

(9)

>
>
[Step 2] order indexes in S so that wt+1
xi+1 ≥ wt+1
xi , ∀i ∈ [m − 1];
[Step 3] fit ŷt+1 by solving for global optimum (nt , Nt chosen so that 0 < nt ≤ Nt ):

ŷt+1

.

=

arg min ES [DUt? (ŷkŷt )]
//proper composite fitting of ŷt+1 given wt+1 , ut
ŷ

>
>
ŷi+1 − ŷi ∈ [nt · (wt+1
(xi+1 − xi )), Nt · (wt+1
(xi+1 − xi ))] , ∀i ∈ [m − 1]
s.t.
.
(10)
ŷ1 ≥ 0, ŷm ≤ 1

[Step 4] fit next (inverse) link
ut+1

←

FIT (ŷt+1 , wt+1 , S);

//fitting of ut+1 given wt+1 , ŷt+1

(11)

Output: uT , wT .

Figure 2: The B REGMANTRON algorithm.
on the previous estimates ŷt , rather than the observed labels
themselves as per S L I SOTRON. Our Step 3 can thus be
`(y ∗ , h(x)) = DU ? (yku ◦ h(x)) = DU (h(x)ku−1 (y)), (15) seen as “Bregman regularisation” step, which ensures the
predictions (and thus the link function) do not vary too
with h(x) = w> x a linear classifier.
much across iterates. Such stability ensures asymptotic
convergence, but does mean that the initial choice of link
We present B REGMANTRON, our algorithm for fitting such
can influence the rate of this convergence.
losses in Figure 2. B REGMANTRON iteratively fits a se.
>
quence u0 , u1 , ... of links and losses and w0 , w1 , ... of clasFinally, with z(t+1)i = wt+1
xi , FIT can be summarized as:
sifiers. Here, ∧, ∨ are shorthands for min, max respectively
and in Step 3, we have dropped the iteration in the optimiza[1] linearly interpolate between (z(t+1)i , ŷ(t+1)i ) and
tion problem (ŷi denotes ŷti ). Notice that Steps 1 and 3
(z(t+1)(i+1) , ŷ(t+1)(i+1) ), ∀i ∈ {2, 3, m − 2},
exploit the two dual views of proper losses presented in §2.
Inline with Theorem 1, the loss we seek to minimize is

Before analyzing B REGMANTRON, we make a few com.
ments. First, in the initialization, we pick z0MAX − z0MIN =
.
.
∆ > 0 and let a = 1/∆, b = −z0MIN /∆.
Second, the choice of nt , Nt is made iteration-dependent for
flexibility reasons, since in particular the gradient step does
not put an explicit limit on wt . However, there is an implicit
>
constraint which is to ensure nt ≤ 1/(wt+1
(xm − x1 )) ≤
Nt to get a non-empty feasible set for ut+1 .
Third, B REGMANTRON bears close similarity to
S L I SOTRON, but with two key points to note. In
Step 1, we perform a gradient step to minimise a divergence
between the current predictions and the labels; fixing a
learning rate of η = 1, in fact reduces to the S L I SOTRON
update. Further, in Step 3, we perform fitting of ŷt+1 based

>
>
[2] pick z(t+1)MIN ≤ wt+1
x1 , z(t+1)MAX ≥ wt+1
xm with:

ŷj

∈ [lj , rj ], j ∈ {1, m},

(16)

and linearly interpolate between (z(t+1)MIN , 0)
and (z(t+1)1 , ŷ(t+1)1 ), and (z(t+1)m , ŷ(t+1)m ) and
(z(t+1)MAX , 1).
.

.

>
>
Here, r1 = nt · (wt+1
x1 − z(t+1)MIN ), l1 = Nt · (wt+1
x1 −
.
.
>
z(t+1)MIN ), rm = nt · (z(t+1)MAX − wt+1 xm ), lm = Nt ·
>
(z(t+1)MAX − wt+1
xm ). Figure 3 presents a simple example
of FIT in the B REGMANTRON. Our theoretical results depend
on the sample-wise variation conditions following from (10).
As such, the piecewise affine interpolation in FIT, chosen
for its simplicity, can be replaced by other interpolation
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procedures tailored to other constraints, such as secondorder differentiability of the surrogate.
. Analysis of B REGMANTRON We are now ready to analyze the B REGMANTRON. Our main result shows that provided the link does not change too much between iterations,
we are guaranteed to decrease the following loss:
.

`rt (S, wt0 ) = ES [DUr? (ykut (wt>0 x))] ,

(17)

.

.

for r, t, t0 = 1, 2, ..., which gives (13) for −L = Ur? , ut =
.
ψ −1 and h(x) = wt>0 x. We do not impose r = t, as our
algorithm incorporates a step of proper composite fitting of
the next link given the current loss.
We formalise the stability of the link below.
Definition 3 Let αt , βt ≥ 0. B REGMANTRON is (αt , βt )stable at iteration t iff the solution ŷt+1 in Step 3 satisfies
>
ŷ1 ∈ ut (wt+1
x1 ) · [1 − βt , 1 + αt ].
.

>
Since ŷ1 = ut+1 (wt+1
x1 ) from FIT, it comes that stability requires a bounded local change in inverse link for
a single example (but implies a bounded change for all
via the Lipschitz constraints in Step 3; this is explained
in the proof of the main Theorem of this Section). We
define the following mean operators (Patrini et al., 2014):
.
.
µ̂y = ES [y · x] (sample), µ̂t = ES [ŷt · x], ∀t ≥ 1 (estimated), where ŷt is defined in the B REGMANTRON. We also
.
>
let p∗t = max{ES [y], ES [ut (wt+1
x)]} ∈ [0, 1] denote the
max estimated P̂r(Y = 1) using both our model and the
sample S. Assume p∗t > 0 as otherwise the problem is
.
trivial. Finally, X = maxi kxi k2 (we consider the L2 norm
for simplicity; our result holds for any norm on X).

Definition 4 B REGMANTRON is said to be in the δt -regime
at iteration t, for some δt > 0 iff:
p
kµ̂y − µ̂t k2 ≥ 2 p∗t δt X, ∀t.
(18)
.

To simplify the statement of our Theorem, we let f (z) =
z/(1 + z), which satisfies f (R+ ) = [0, 1].
Theorem 5 Suppose that B REGMANTRON is in the δt regime at iteration t, and the following holds:
• in Step 1, the learning rate


1 − γt
f (δt )(1 + f (δt ))p∗t X
ηt =
· 1−
,
2Nt X 2
kµ̂y − µ̂t k2
h p
i
for some user-fixed γt ∈ 0, f ◦ f (δt )/2 ;
• in Step 3, Nt , nt satisfy Nt/nt , Nt−1/nt ≤ 1 + f (δt ).

Then if the B REGMANTRON is (f (δt ), f (δt ))-stable, then:
`t+1
t+1 (S, wt+1 ) ≤

`tt (S, wt ) −

p∗t f (δt )
.
nt

(19)

(proof in SI, Section IV) Explicitly, it can be shown that the
learning rate at iteration t lies in the following interval:
!
p ∗
δt pt (2 + δt ) hp ∗ i
1 − γt
· 1−
·
δt p t , 1 ,
η ∈
2Nt X 2
2(1 + δt )2
Theorem 5 essentially says that as long as µ̂y 6= µ̂t , we can
hope to get better results. This is no surprise: the gradient
step in Step 1 of B REGMANTRON is proportional to µ̂y − µ̂t .
The conditions on Steps 1 and 3 are easily enforceable at
any step of the algorithm, so the Theorem essentially says
that whenever the link does not change too much between
iterations, we are guaranteed a decrease in the loss and
therefore a better fit of the class probabilities. Stability is
the only assumption made: unlike Kakade et al. (2011), no
assumptions are made about Bayes rule or the distribution
D, and no constraints are put on the classifier w.
We can also choose to enforce stability in the update of u
in Step 3. Interestingly, while this restricts the choice of
links (at least when kµ̂y − µ̂t k2 is small), this guarantees
the bound in (19) at no additional cost or assumption.
Corollary 6 Suppose B REGMANTRON is run with so that
in Step 3, constraint ŷ1 ≥ 0 is replaced by
ŷ1

∈

>
ut (wt+1
x1 ) · [1 − βt , 1 + αt ],

(20)

and all other constraints are kept the same. Suppose
B REGMANTRON is in the δt -regime at iteration t, parameters ηt , Nt , nt are fixed as in Theorem 5 and furthermore
αt , βt ∈ [0, f (δt )]. Then (19) holds.
(proof in SI, Section V) There exists an alternative reading
of Corollary 6: there exists a way to fix the key parameters
(ηt , nt , Nt , αt , βt ) at each iteration such that a decrease of
the loss is guaranteed if our current estimate of the sample
mean operator, µ̂t , is not good enough.

5. Discussion
Bregman divergences have had a rich history outside of convex optimisation, where they were introduced (Bregman,
1967). They are the canonical distortions on the manifold
of parameters of exponential families in information geometry (Amari & Nagaoka, 2000), they have been introduced
in normative economics in several contexts (Magdalou &
Nock, 2011; Shorrocks, 1980). In machine learning, their rediscovery was grounded in their representation and algorithmic properties, starting with the work of M. Warmuth and
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1

ŷm
<latexit sha1_base64="S/2qY+Wmm85kQfPbZ9eDxe6+iV4=">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</latexit>

1 + ↵t

ut

<latexit sha1_base64="TMPw7KPntvmJ/MCKt5ic4+IG8ns=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="8NjDqJ8ScjRLgEpxStRHofTOZic=">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</latexit>

t

ŷ2

<latexit sha1_base64="8j9PkzFItVrnpSpdlGC8kHNXYCQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="75o6qToAVKXqx9Xwc9s8yMgDA4g=">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</latexit>

ŷ1
<latexit sha1_base64="NoiymqIlIrCoJdkiHMKUpV/KvN4=">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</latexit>

0

ztmin

zt2

<latexit sha1_base64="JJTEfO+R1cUU2cy5CkNGReTUTZY=">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</latexit>

zt(m

<latexit sha1_base64="WYGVU/O/ef2eDfNL6wuWiQLG4dw=">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</latexit>

zt1
<latexit sha1_base64="lo4nAbUPsYpksNW0t+o8YTC0dW0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BldfTAPGaJJyrINdPlrz5WbRsiY=">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</latexit>

1)

ztm
<latexit sha1_base64="Pf4DsKst1720OpVgNcheA7Hckyk=">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</latexit>

ztmax
<latexit sha1_base64="guRDst/mJ92IWrn+pYG4mK7D0OM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 3: (Inverse) link u of a proper canonical loss learned (red), as computable in FIT (zti = wt> xi ). In blue, we have
depicted the stability constraint in the update of the link (Definition 3). Stability imposes just a constraint in the change of
(inverse) link for a single example. It does not impose any constraint on the classifier update (which, in this example, is
significant for example (x1 , y1 ), see text).
collaborators (Helmbold et al., 1995; Herbster & Warmuth,
1998), later linked back to exponential families (Azoury
& Warmuth, 2001), and then axiomatized in unsupervised
learning (Banerjee et al., 2004; 2005), and then in supervised learning (See Section 4).
Classical uniform convergence bounds apply to the convex
surrogate of any proper canonical loss (1-Lipschitz), so we
refer to Bartlett & Mendelson (2002, Section 2) for available tools. The setting of the B REGMANTRON raises two
questions, the first of which is crucial for the algorithm. We
make no assumption about the optimal link, which resorts
to a powerful agnostic view of machine learning chased in a
number of work (Bousquet et al., 2019), but it makes much
more sense if we can prove that the link fit by FIT belongs to
a set with reasonable approximations of the target. This set
contains piecewise affine links, which is a bit more general
than Definition 2 but matches the links learned by the B REG MANTRON . We remove the index notation T in uT and zT. ,
and consider the following `1 restricted discrepancy,
Z zm
.
E(u, `) =
|(−L0 )−1 (z) − u(z)|dz, (21)
z1

where ` is proper canonical with invertible canonical link.
It is restricted because we do not consider set (−∞, z1 ) ∪
(zm , +∞), whose fitting in fact does not depend on data
(see Figure 3). Denote Un,N (w, S) the set of piecewise
affine links with non-{0, 1} breakout points on abscissae
.
.
z1 , z2 , ..., zm (w> xi = zi < zi+1 = w> xi+1 , ∀i ∈
{0, 1, ..., m − 1}, wlog), satisfying Definition 2. Let k.k
be any norm on X and k.k∗ its dual. For any ε > 0, Gε (S)
is the graph whose vertices are the observations in S and an
edge links x, x0 ∈ S iff kx−x0 k ≤ ε. G is said 2-connected
iff it is connected when any single vertex is removed.

Lemma 7 For any S of size m, any ε > 0 such that Gε (S)
is 2-connected and any proper canonical loss `, ∃n, N 
∞ such that inf u∈Un,N (w,S) E(u, `) ≤ 2N mε2 · kwk2∗ .
2-connectivity is a lightweight connectivity condition that
essentially prevents the graph from being constituted of two
almost separate subgraphs. The proof of the Lemma relies
on an old result from graph theory connecting 2-connectivity
and Hamiltonicity, known as Fleischner’s Theorem (Fleischner, 1974), Gross & Yellen (2004, p. 265, F17). Crucially, N can be much smaller than the Lipschitz constant of
(−L0 )−1 . Lemma 7 does guarantee that the set of links in
which the B REGMANTRON finds uT is powerful enough to
approximate a link provided we sample enough examples to
drag ε small enough while guaranteeing Gε (S) 2-connected.
This does not require i.i.d. sampling but would require additional assumptions about X to be tractable (such as boundedness), or the possibility of active learning in X. This also
does not guarantee that FIT finds a link with small E(., `),
and this brings us to our second question: is it possible that
(near-)optimal solutions contain very "different" couples
(u, w), for which useful notion(s) of "different" ? This, we
believe, has ties with the transferability of the loss.
Last, deep learning has achieved tremendous success on
how one can learn a mapping ϕ from a general space X to
Rd , where X possesses only weak mathematically amenable
properties. Our work can be directly branched after (or
during) training ϕ to get a complete proper learning pipeline
.
for Pr(Y = 1 | x) = u(w> ϕ(x)). To fold B REGMANT
RON within the training of ϕ shall however likely require
significant algorithmic improvements of Lipschitz isotonic
regression for an efficient training pipeline.
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6. Experimental results
We present experiments illustrating:
(a) the viability of the B REGMANTRON as an alternative
to classic GLM or S L I SOTRON learning.
(b) the nature of the loss functions learned by the B REG MANTRON , which are potentially asymmetric.
(c) the potential of using the loss function learned by the
B REGMANTRON as input to some downstream learner.
. Predictive performance of B REGMANTRON We compare B REGMANTRON as a generic binary classification
method against the following baselines: logistic regression,
GLMTron Kakade et al. (2011) with u(·) the sigmoid, and
S L I SOTRON. We also consider two variants of B REGMANT
RON: one where in Step 4 we do not find the global optimum
(B REGMANTRONapprox ), but rather a feasible solution with
minimal ŷm ; and another where in Step 4 we fit against the
labels, rather than ŷt (B REGMANTRONlabel ).
In all experiments, we fix the following parameters for
B REGMANTRON: we use a constant learning rate of η = 1
to perform the gradient update in Step 1, For Step 3, we fix
nt = 10−2 and Nt = 1 for all iterations.
We compare performance on two standard benchmark
datasets, the MNIST digits (mnist) and the fashion MNIST
(fmnist) – on this latter domain, we sub-sample the data
to 1000 points for computational efficiency. We converted
the former to a binary classification problem of the digits
0 versus 8, and the latter of the odd versus even classes.
We also consider a synthetic dataset (synth), comprising
2D Gaussian class-conditionals with means ±(1, 1) and
identity covariance matrix. The Bayes-optimal solution for
Pr(Y = 1 | X) can be derived in this case: it takes the
form of a sigmoid, as assumed by logistic regression, composed with a linear model proportional to the expectation.
In this case therefore, logistic regression works on a search
space much smaller than B REGMANTRON and guaranteed
to contain the optimum.
On a given dataset, we measure the predictive performance
for each method via the area under the ROC curve. This
assesses the ranking quality of predictions, which provides
a commensurate means of comparison; in particular the
B REGMANTRON optimises for a bespoke loss function that
can be vastly different from the square-loss.
Table 1 summarises the results. We make three observations.
First, B REGMANTRON is consistently competitive with the
mature baseline of logistic regression. Interestingly, this is
even so on the synth problem, wherein logistic regression
is correctly specified. Although the difference in performance here is minor, it does illustrate that B REGMANTRON
can infer a meaningful pair of (u, w).

Logistic regression
GLMTron
S L I SOTRON
B REGMANTRONapprox
B REGMANTRONlabel
B REGMANTRON

synth

mnist

fmnist

92.2%
92.2%
91.6%
92.2%
90.1%
92.3%

99.9%
99.6%
94.6%
99.3%
99.6%
99.7%

98.5%
98.1%
90.7%
94.6%
97.7%
97.9%

Table 1: Test set AUC of various methods on binary classification datasets. See text for details.

Second, B REGMANTRON and B REGMANTRONlabel are generally superior to the performance of the S L I SOTRON. We
attribute this to the latter’s reliance on an isotonic regression
step to fit the links, as opposed to a Bregman regularisation.
Third, while B REGMANTRONapprox also performs reasonably, it is typically worse than the full B REGMANTRON.
This illustrates the value of (at least approximately) solving
Step 4 in the B REGMANTRON. Further, while B REGMAN
TRONlabel generally performs slightly worse than standard
B REGMANTRON, it remains competitive. A formal analysis
of this method would be of interest in future work.
. Illustration of learned losses As with the S L I SOTRON, a
salient feature of B REGMANTRON is the ability to automatically learn a link function. Unlike the S L I SOTRON, however,
the link in the B REGMANTRON has an interpretation of corresponding to a canonical loss function.
Figure 4 illustrates the link functions learned by B REGMAN
TRON on each dataset. We see that these links are generally
asymmetric about 12 . This is in contrast to standard link functions such as the sigmoid. Recall that each link corresponds
to an underlying canonical loss, given by `0 (y, v) = u(v)−y.
Asymmetry of u(·) thus manifests in `(+1, v) 6= `(−1, −v).
We illustrate these implicit canonical losses in Figure 5. As
a consequence of the links not being symmetric around 12 ,
the losses on the positive and negative classes are not symmetric for the synth dataset. This is unlike the theoretical
link, but the theoretical link may not be optimal at all on
sampled data. This, we believe, also illustrates the intriguing potential of the B REGMANTRON to detect and exploit
hidden asymmetries in the underlying data distribution.
. Transferability of the loss between domains Finally,
we illustrate the potential of “recycling” the loss function
implicitly learned by B REGMANTRON for some other task.
We take the fmnist dataset, and first train B REGMAN
TRON to classify the classes 0 versus 6 (“T-shirt” versus
“Shirt”). This classifier achieves an AUC of 0.85, which is
competitive with the logistic regression AUC of 0.86.
Recall that B REGMANTRON gives us a learned link u, which
per the above discussion also defines an implicit canonical
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synth

mnist

fmnist

Figure 4: (Inverse) link functions estimated by B REGMANTRON on each dataset. On all datasets, the losses are seen to be
(slightly) asymmetric around 12 , i.e., u(v) 6= 1 − u(−v). In particular, u(0) 6= 21 .

synth

mnist

fmnist

Figure 5: Loss functions estimated by B REGMANTRON on each dataset. The losses are (slightly) asymmetric, and have the
flavour of the square-hinge loss; this is a consequence of the linear interpolation used when fitting.
loss. By training a classifier to distinguish classes 2 versus
4 (“Pullover” versus “Coat”) using this loss function, we
achieve an AUC of 0.879. This slightly outperforms the
0.877 AUC of logistic regression, and is also competitive
with the 0.879 AUC attained by training B REGMANTRON
directly on classes 2 versus 4. This indicates that the loss
learned by B REGMANTRON on one domain could be useful
in related domains to another classification algorithms just
training a classifier. To properly develop this possibility is
out of the scope of this paper, and as far as we know such a
perspective is new in machine learning.

7. Conclusion
Fitting a loss that complies with Bayes decision theory implies not just to be able to learn a classifier, but also a canonical link of a proper loss, and therefore a proper canonical
loss. In a 2011 seminal work, Kakade et al. made with the
SLI SOTRON algorithm the first attempt at solving this bigger picture of supervised learning. We propose in this paper
a more general approach grounded on a general Bregman
formulation of differentiable proper canonical losses. From
a formal standpoint, an interesting avenue for future work

is the inclusion of a regulariser in the loss: we conjecture
that the choice of a gradient step in Step 1 of B REGMANT
RON makes it convenient to devise and analyse such extensions.
Experiments tend to confirm the ability of our approach, the
B REGMANTRON, to significantly beat the SLI SOTRON, and
compete with classical supervised approaches even when
they are informed with the optimal choice of link. Interestingly, they seem to illustrate the importance of a stability
requirement made by our theory. More interesting is perhaps the observation that the loss learned by the B REGMAN
TRON on one domain can be useful to other learning algorithms to fit classifiers on related domains, a transferability
property of the loss learned that deserves further thought.
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